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In this paper, we give some direct computations concerning the structure of 
certain nonsimple representations of the general linear group in nonzero charac- 
teristic. Specifically, we study (1) the coalgebra components of the Hopf algebra 
O(GZ,,,,,) of the general linear group scheme G12 over Z/$2, (2) a sufficient 
condition for the vanishing of the group of extensions of a pair of irreducible 
GI,mz- modules, (3) the composition factors of a certain class of Gl,,zlgz 
modules obtained from irreducible Gl,o-modules by reduction module p of 
Z-forms (cf. [4]). The main results are the propositions and corollaries of 
Sections 4.5, 4.6, 5.4, and 5.5. 
In Section 1, we study modules for Gl,,zlpz obtained by reducing modulo p, 
a standard Z-form for irreducible G&o-modules. We give an elementary 
coalgebra proof of the fact that these modules contain unique irreducible sub- 
modules. 
In Sections 2 and 3, we show that a decomposition of O(GZ,,,,,) into injective 
envelopes of simple Gl,,,,,- modules (resp. the decomposition of O(G&,,,,) 
into coalgebra components) is the reduction modulo p of an appropriate decom- 
position of O(GZnz,) into a direct sum of comodules (resp. of the decomposition 
of O(GZ,,, ) into coalgebra components). Here 2, is the ring of p-adic integers. 
In Sect:on 4, we give in 4.5 the indecomposable coalgebra components of 
W%ZW) and we give in 4.6 a sufficient condition for the vanishing of Ext 
for a pair of simple GZs,,,,-modules. 
In Sections 5.4 and 5.5, we give the composition factors for the class of 
~Lz,,- modules from Section 1 with character X& . 
In Section 6, injective envelopes for simple GZ,,,,,-modules are constructed. 
NOTATION 
R will denote either the ring Ztp) or the ring 2, and K will denote the quotient 
field of R. Here ZtP) is the localization of 2 at a primep and 2, the completion at p. 
* Supported in part by a National Science Foundation Grant. 
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For an R-module M, the R/pnR = Z/p”.&module M @ R/pnR will be 
denoted flM. For a E M, the image of a in “M will be denoted %a, n > 1. 
M @ K will be denoted OM. 
For j: N--f M an injection of R-modules, denote j @ RlpnR: “N -+ “M by 
njandj@K:N@K-+M@KbyDj. 
An R-coalgebra B will be (B, h, ) E w h ere h: B -+ B @ B is associative and 
E: B+R is a unit. 
For B an R-coalgebra, the standard left (resp. right) action of B* = 
Hom,(B, R) on B is given by fb = (Id Of) hb (resp. bf = (f @ Id) hb), for 
fEB* and bEB. 
A coalgebra over a field F will be called matric if the dual algebra is a full 
matrix algebra. Equivalently, there is a basis [ci,] for the coalgebra C such that 
hcij = Clc cilc @ ckj . The dual algebra C* has the algebra structure given by 
f * g(c) = f @ g(hc), for f, g E C* and c E C. 
Z,, will be denoted by N. 
1. REDUCTION OF MATRIC COALGEBRAS MODIJLO p 
1 .l. LEMMA. Let D be a coalgebra over a field F, and let C C D be a simple 
subcoalgebra. If [D& are subcoalgebras of D, and if CC ZDi , then CC Di for 
some i. 
This is a standard coalgebra proposition. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Let (B, h, c) be an R-coalgebra and let A be a subcoalgebra 
of B, each free as R-modules. Suppose that B/A is a torsion R-module. Then the 
image of A @ RjpR in B @ R/pR contains the simple subcoalgebras of the ZlpZ- 
coalgebra B @ R/pR. 
Proof. Since B is the union of subcoalgebras of finite rank, it will suthce to 
prove the proposition when B has finite rank. Choose a basis [wi ,..., w,] for B 
such that [pc~w,]$ is a basis for A, for appropriate elements ct of N. 
To prove the proposition, we show that, for an index set I C [l ,..., m] and 
elements [a&, C R - pR, [B*[Cje, UjWi]] n A $ pB. Let c = cj, = max[c&, , 
let [dij] be the scalars which give h[Zu,wj] = C dijwi @ wj , and let pbdj be the 
p-divisor of di* . 
Since pc C aiwi lies in A, C pc dijwi @ wj lies in A @ A. Therefore, 
C + bij >, Ci i- Cj , for all [i, j’] such that dij # 0. (1) 
Since aj E R - pR, and since [e @I] [XI [ci dijwi] @ WJ = Cjel ajwj , 
for each j E I, there is an index ii such that p { dijj . (2) 
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BY (1)) Cjo + 6ij, 3 z c. + cjO if dij, # 0. Thus, 6ij3 3 ci if dij, f 0, and 
xi dii,wi E A. By (2), xi dijOwi lies in B - pB; evidently, it also lies in 
B*EM ajw.tl. 
1.3. COROLLARY. Let V C A be a subcomodule such that A/V is a torsion free 
R-module and let j: V--t B be the natural inclusion. Let W = [“j[ V @ K]] n B. 
Then ‘j[ V @ RIpR] contains the simple subcomodules of W @I R/pR. 
Proof. We may suppose that B has finite rank. Since A/V is torsion free 
and W/V is torsion, A n W = V. Furthermore, by the construction of W, B/W 
is torsion free. Let wr ,..., w, be a basis for B such that wr ,..., w, is a basis for 
W. It will suffice to show that if Cjsl aiwj lies in W for some aj E R - pR, then 
[B*[C,,, ajwi] n V is not contained in pB. Since W is a subcomodule of B, 
the element xiEI dijOwi of A n [B - pB] constructed in the proof of Proposition 
1.2 lies in W n A r\ [B - pB] = V n [B - pB]. 
1.4. COROLLARY. Let B be an R-coalgebra, free as an R-module. Suppose that 
B @ K is matric. I f  W, is a simple subcomodule of B @ K, then [WI n B] @ R/pR 
contains a unique simple B @ RlpR-comodule. 
Proof. Denote W, n B by W. Let T be a simple subcomodule of W @ RIpR, 
and let u0 ,..., u& be elements of W for which (1) c(ui) = &a and (2) [‘(u,,),..., 
l(u,J] C W @ R/pR is a basis for T. Extend [u& to a basis u0 ,..., u, for W for 
which E(UJ = &,, . 
Let V = Span,[u, ,..., uk , pu,,, ,..., pu,]. Since T is a subcomodule of 
W @ RIpR, it follows that V is a subcomodule of W. Let vi = ui for i < k and 
vi = pui for i > K. Let [a&j be the elements of B such that hv, = C vj @ a,, , 
k = o,..., n. Since E is the unit of B and since c(vJ = Sir, , a,, = vlc . Further- 
more, by the associativity of B, Aaaj = C a,i @ adj . It follows that the sub- 
coalgebra of B generated by V is A = SpanJa& (the aik are independent 
over K since B is matric). 
Thus, B, A, V satisfy the hypotheses of 1.2 and 1.3; since the image of lV in 
IB is T, T is the unique simple subcomodule of W @ R/pR. 
1.5. Application to G&. 
Let Cl,= be the general linear Z-group scheme: Algz(Z[[X&~l.l , l/det], J. 
Let gi be the element CaESi (- l)sgn” X1u(l) ... Xi&(i) of Z[[X,,], l/det], where Si 
is the symmetric group on i symbols. 
For any ring S, denote the S-group scheme GI,, @ S by Gl,,,; Gl,, is repre- 
sented by the S-algebra A, = Z[[X<j], l/det] @ S. Let C be the complex 
numbers. 
For F a field and (m,), in W-r x 2, let Ctn2i),F (resp. V~~~b,r) be the sub- 
coalgebra (resp. subcomodule) of A, generated by the image ofg;“l ... g:n in A, . 
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By the classification of the irreducible representations of G&c, and the com- 
plete reducibility of representations of Gl,,, , we have that AC = 
ObnJEN”-~XZ C(ms~,~y each G+c is a simple matric coalgebra, and Vcnzj),c 
is a simple Ac-comodule. 
Since AC = A, @ @ and since g;l?l ... g? lies in A, , we have that Ctmi),c = 
C(,,Q,O 0 @, Vtrnd),~ 0 C = V+),C, C(,Q.O is a mm-k coal&m and A0 = 
Oh&N~-~XZ %liLO * Here Q denotes the rational numbers. 
PROPOSITION. Let V(mi),R = VcmijsK n A, . V(mj),R @ R/pR contains a 
unique simple A,,,,-comodule. 
Proof. Corollary 1.4. 
Over a field F of characteristic p, the C+),r give the simple subcoalgebras, 
and the V(nzi),F give the simple subcomodules to within isomorphism. 
2. INJECTIVE COMODULES 
We give some facts about injective C-comodules, where C is a coalgebra 
over one of the rings 2,) Ztp, , Z/p*Z. In particular, for C, a Z,-coalgebra, 
we consider in 2.5 the possibility of lifting decompositions of C @ Z,/pZ, 
into injective comodules to comodule decompositions of C. 
2.1. LEMMA. A coalgebra A over a field F is an injective left A-comodule. 
This is a standard coalgebra proposition. 
2.2. Let (A, h, c) be a Z/pa&coalgebra, which is a free Z/p”%module 
of finite rank. Let C be the category of Z/p”.&finitely generated left A-como- 
dules. 
PROPOSITION. A is an injective object of C. 
Proof. Let (N, pN) be an element of C and let f  : A + N be an injective 
A-comodule morphism. Since free finite rank Z/p”Z-modules are injective 
objects in the category of finite rank Z/p*Z-modules, there is a Z/pnZ-module 
morphism g: N + A splitting f .  Then ((c 0 g) @ I) o pN: N + A is an A-co- 
module morphism splitting f .  
2.3. Let A be a coalgebra over a ring S. Let I’ be a nonzero object in 
the category D of left A-subcomodules of A. 
PROPOSITION. Let W, W’ be two injective envelopes of V relative to the category 
D. There is an element f  of A* such that right translation by f  maps W’ isomer- 
phically to W and fixes V pointtie. 
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Proof. Since W’ and W are injective envelopes of V, an element f of A* 
such that right translation by f maps w’ to W and acts identically on V will 
work. Let U be an object in D complementary to W, and take for f the element 
of A* such that f / 0’ = 0 and f j W = < j W. f has the above property. 
2.4. Let A be an R-coalgebra, free of finite rank as an R-module. All 
subcomodules V of A to be considered in this section will have the property 
that A/V is a torsion free R-module. 
Let A = E @F be a fixed A-comodule decomposition of A. By Proposition 
2.2, “A is an injective “A-comodule; hence, “E is an injective nA-comodule. 
(See the notation section for these symbols.) 
Let P be the sum of the simple lA-subcomodules of lE, and let P = @ Ti be a 
decomposition of P into simple subcomodules. Suppose that the following con- 
dition holds: . 
(*) for each i, there is a subcomodule Vi of E such that E/Vi is torsion 
free and ‘Vi is an essential extension of Ti . 
For each i, let Ein be a maximal essential extension of “Vi in “E (an injective 
envelope of “VJ. 
PROPOSITION. *E = &Eifl. 
Proof. (1) Since C Ti is direct and since l Vi is an essential extension of Ti , 
XI lVi = xi1 (“Vi) is also direct. Therefore, x:i “Vi is direct. Since Ei” is an 
essential extension of “Vi , xi E,* is also direct. 
(2) The finite direct sum C Ein is an injective nA-comodule since each 
Ein is injective. Let G be a comodule complement to xi Ein in “E; then 1E = 
l(C Ein) @ lG, while PC l(G Ein). Therefore, 1G = 0, and so G = 0. 
COROLLARY. Ti is the unique simple subcomodule of ‘(Ei”). 
2.5. Let A be a Z,-coalgebra, free of finite rank as a Z,-module. 
Suppose that the condition (*) of 2.4 is satisfied. Let A = E @ F be a tixed 
A-comodule decomposition of A. In the notation of 2.4, we have the following 
lemma: 
LEMMA. For each i, the sequence [E& f ub o s comodules can be chosen so that 
“(E+l) = Ei”. 
Proof. Let [Ei~]n,i be any comodules satisfying the conditions of 2.4. Then 
@ Ein = nE = 0. “(E;+‘) 
lary 2.4, applied to >T+l, . 
, n(I$‘+l) is an injective comodule, and by Corol- 
It is easy to see that n(q+‘) is an essential extension of 
“Vi * 
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By Proposition 2.3, there is an element fi of (nA)* such that right translation 
by f maps “(q+l) isomorphically to E,* and fixes “V, pointwise. Let Fi be an 
element of (%+lA)* for which Fi 1 n+lVi = E 1 n+lVi and “Fi = fi . Then q”‘Fi 
is an injective envelope for nflVi and “(g+‘FJ = Ein. 
Let [Ein]n,c be such a sequence. 
PROPOSITION. Let fn: E + “E be the canonical map and let EiG. be r),, f ;‘(E+n). 
Then 
(1) Eia is a subcomodule of E and E = @a Eia. 
(2) l(Eia) is an injective envelope of Ti and lE = oi ‘(Et”). 
Proof. (1) Let [a+] be an R-basis for A. For a in Eia, write Aa = C bj @ ai; 
then x(na) = C nbj @ na, . Since *(Eia) C Ein and since E,* is an nA-comodule, 
“bi lies in Ein+ Therefore, b, lies in Eia, and Eia is a subcomodule. 
Since xi Ein is direct, for each n, C Eia is direct. In order to show that E = Eia, 
it will suffice, by Nakayama’s lemma, to show that lE = x1 (Eiu); or equiv- 
alently, that l(Ei”) = E,l. 
For n 3 m, let d,,m: Ei” -+ “(Eta) = Ei” be the canonical map. Using the 
completeness of 2, , it is an easy matter to see that the natural injective map from 
Eia to the Z,-module projective limit lim, Ei” is surjective. Furthermore, since 
d,,l is surjective for each n, the projection lim, Ei” -+ El is surjective. There- 
fore, l(Eia) = Eil. 
(2) The statements here are immediate. 
2.6. Lifting an Injective Envelope Decomposition of Z/pZ[[X,,], l/det] to a 
Comodule Decomposition of ZJ[Xij], l/det] 
Denote Z~[[Xij]~~r,1, l/det] by A. Let D be the subset [C(m~),ZI~z / (m,) E 
W-l x (0)] of th e set of simple subcoalgebras of Z/pZ[[Xij], l/det]. For C in 
D, let [C,], be a decomposition of C into simple subcomodules. Let B, be the 
degree m component of Z/pZ[[X,,]]. If, in the notation of 2.4 we let 
A = E = B, , condition (*) holds by 1.5. In particular, there is a subcomodule 
EC-+, of B, which is a direct summand of B, and such that lEc,,, is an injective 
envelope of Ci (C is an element of D contained in B, here). For each t > 0, let 
E Ci,t be a direct summand of B,+,t which contains dett . E,(,, and such that 
lEc t is an injective envelope of dett Ci; this can easily be arranged in the 
con&uctions in 2.4 and 2.5. Let EC, be the increasing union (Jt E,s,t/(det)t. 
Then zJ[xtdt Wet1 = C(8,C)EZ~D.C=LCd (W *Eci , and z/PJX&jl, Wtl = 
C(&CkZXD.C=.?c( l((det) SE,*), where l((det) SE,j) 1s an injective envelope for 
det *Ci . 
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3. COALGEBRA COMPONENTS 
Let C be an R-coalgebra which is free as an R-module and which has the 
property that C OR K is the sum Cis, Si of its simple subcoalgebras Si . We 
will examine a connection between the decompositions of C and C @ R/pR into 
coalgebra components. 
3.1. Denote by T the set [Si n CIIEI which consists of subcoalgebras 
of C. Let p be the equivalence relation on T generated by [(A, B) E T x 
T 1 Ij(l.4) n ‘jpB) # (0)], where j is either of the inclusions A - C or B ---f C 
(see the notation section for Ij(lA)). D enote the equivalence class of an element 
A of T by [A]. Let [A], be the intersection with C of the subcoalgebra of 
C & K generated by the members of [A]. 
PROPOSITION. C = &lSTIP [A], is the indecomposable coalgebra decomposi- 
tion of C. 
Proof. (1) [A], is indecomposable. In fact, if [A], = B, @ B, , where Bl 
and B, are nonzero subcoalgebras, then Ij(lB,) n Ij(lB,) = (0), since C/[A], 
is torsion free. Then elements D, of T in B, and D, of T in B, are evidently 
inequivalent, which is a contradiction. 
(2) Since C is the union of free, finite rank subcoalgebras B such that C/B 
is torsion free, it will suffice to show that B = @[A~,ET,lrr, [A]*’ where T’, [ I*’ 
and EL’ refer to B. Thus, in showing that C = @[A~ETILL [A], , we may suppose 
that C has finite rank. 
Since C @ K = &lPTlu [A], @ K, C/&I~~,~ [A], is a torsion R-module. 
Since C/[A], is torsion free by its construction, in order to show the equality 
of the proposition, it will suffice to show that the sum CtAIETIU l([A],) is direct 
in lC. 
If the sum were not direct, there would be an A in T and a simple subcoalgebra 
U of X’ such that UC l([A],) n CI~,I+[~~ l([A’]+J. By Lemma 1.1, there would 
be an A’ in T such that [A’] # [A] and UC l([A]*) n l([A’]*). Then by 
Proposition 1.2 and Lemma 1 .I, there are elements B, B’ of T such that 
[B] = [A], [B’] = [A’] and UC l(B) n l(E). Therefore, BpB’ and [A] = [A’], 
which is a contradiction. 
3.2. Let D be a coalgebra over ring S. Suppose that D = C Wi is a 
direct sum decomposition of D into left D-subcomodules. 
LEMMA. I f  V is a right subcomodule of D, then V = C Wi n V. 
Proof. Let l i be the element of D* with ci 1 Wi = E 1 Wi and l i / W, = 0 
for i fj. Right translation by ci is the projection of D onto W, . Since V is a 
right subcomodule of D, we have that V = Vc = x:i VC~ = x:i V n Wi . 
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Suppose that the coalgebra C has the following property: There is a decompo- 
sition C = ai Ei into subcomodules Ei such that C @ R/pR = @ lEi is a 
decomposition of C @ R/pR into injective envelopes of simple subcomodules. 
(Cf. 2.6). 
PROPOSITION. If C = oj Cj is the indecomposable coalgebra decomposition 
of C, then C @ R/pR = oj Cj @ R/pR is the indecomposable coalgebra decomposi- 
tion of C @ R/pR. 
Proof. Let Ti be the simple subcomodule of lEi . Then, by the lemma, lEi 
is contained in the summand lC, which contains Ti , since lEi is essential over 
Ti . Since Ei is a summand of C, and Ei = oi Ei n Ci , and lEi C X’, , we 
have that Ei C C, . Thus, each Cj also has the property stated before the lemma 
for C, and we may suppose that C is indecomposable. 
If C @ R/pR is not indecomposable, let C @ R&R = A @ B be a nontrivial 
coalgebra decomposition. Let A’ be Span,[Ei 1 lEi C A], and let B’ be 
Span,[E, 1 lEi C B]. By the lemma, C = A’ @ B’, a comodule decomposition 
of C. In fact, we show that A’ (and B’) are subcoalgebras. Otherwise, there is an 
element f of C* such that A’ . f q A’. Let g E C* be g 1 B’ = E / B’ and 
g j A’ = 0; then right translation by g is the projection to B’. Let h = f *g. 
Then A’ . h is a nonzero subspace of B’. 
Let n E N be the minimal element such that h(A’) p p”R, and denote by u 
the restriction of (l/p”) h to A’. Choose v E A’ such that U(W) = 1, and let 
[a& be a basis for the intersection of kernel u with the subcomodule of A’ 
generated by v. We may write Xv in the form hv = v @ w + x.i ai @ w, , 
for some w, wi in C. Since w = E . o, r(w) = 1. Therefore, z, . u E B’ - pB’; so, 
12, . lu is a nonzero element of A n B, which contradicts the fact that A is a 
subcoalgebra of C @ R/pR. 
4. COALGEBRA COMPONENTS OF GlzZIQz 
The main results are in 4.5 and 4.6. 
Let G,, be the intersection of Ctn,m),oy with Z,[[X&“,,, , l/det] (see 
1.5 for notation). Let c,,,, be the image of C,,, @ Z&Z, in Z/p.Z[[X,,], l/det] 
and 3 the image of an element a of C,,, in &,, . Q9 = quotient field of Z, . 
4.1. LEMMA. Let r = C ripi and j = C jipi be the p-adic expansions of 
elements r, j of N. Then (S) = ni (;;) in Z/pZ. (Here (ii) = 0 when ji > ri .) 
Proof. [3, Chap. I, Lemma 4.21. 
4.2. Let n, m, t in N be related by m + 2t = n. Let C aipi be the p-adic 
expansion of m + t and x tipi that of t. 
LEMMA. X,“,(det)t lies in ca,O if and only if ai = p - 1 whenever ti # 0. 
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Proof. For 0 < d < n, 
xi xi xd-ixn-d-j 
11 12 21 22 3 
since A is an algebra map and [Xii] is a matric basis for a matric coalgebra. 
Since degree,II,x,,(X~r(det)t) = m + t == degreex,,,xl,(XI~dett), while 
degreexlI,xz,(~i+j=k (i) (n;d) X&Y~2Xi;iX~;‘-‘) = 4 ami degreexII,x,, (Xi+i=k 
(f) (y) x;lx:2x,“;i XF;“-‘) = k, we see that X,“,(det)t E cfi,, if and only if 
XE(det)t = c (” T “) (j, X&X~2X~+t-iX~,‘. (*) 
i+j=mtt 
Using the relation (“i’“) = (m:t) for i + j = m + t, and comparing coefficients 
of the monomials, one sees that (*) holds if and only if p ] (j”) ((“tt) - (-1)j). 
By Lemma 4.1, we may replace this latter condition by (**): for [j / 0 < j < t 
and ji < ti for all i], p / ((“7”) - (-1)j). W e s h ow that (**) is equivalent to the 
condition a, = p - 1 whenever tj # 0. 
+ Suppose that ti # 0. For j = pi, we have by (**) that (+J”) = (- 1)~” 
in Z/pZ. Thus, by Lemma 4.1, ai = (- 1)“’ in Z/p2 and a, = p - 1. 
-c= Let j = x j,p” have the property ji < ti , for all i. If ji # 0, then ti # 0 
and ai =p - 1 by the hypothesis. Therefore, (“j “) = n[iij,Ol (“;I). Since 
(“j.‘) = 1 (resp. p - 1) if ji is even (resp. odd), (mj+t) = n~,l~.~dd] (-I), in 
Z&Z. Therefore, (“l”) = 1 if j is even and =p - 1 if j is * odd. Hence, 
P I (ry) - (- 119. 
4.3. For n E IV, let n = C nipi be its p-adic expansion. Let (n, t) and 
(n’, t’) be elements of N x N such that tt + 2t = 7t’ + 2t’. Let 5 be the index 
suchthatni=p-1 fori<sandn,#p-1. 
- 
LEMMA. IfX&(det)t E Ca,,tt , then n - n’ E p”-‘2, and n,’ E {n, , p - 2 - n,}. 
Proof. Since h(det)t’ = (det)t’ @ (det)t’, we have that t > t’, and 
Xx(det)t-t’ E ~?~,,a. Thus, we may suppose that t’ = 0 and XFr(det)t E (?%,,s . 
By a close examination of the p-adic expansions we will show that ti = 0 for 
i < s. In fact, let k be minimal such that t, # 0. If k < s, then, since Q = p - 1, 
wehavethat(m+t),=(p-l+t,)-p=t,-l,whichislessthanp-l, 
which is false by Lemma 4.2. Thus, ni’ = nj = p - 1 for i < s. 
Furthermore, since n + 2t = n’ + 2t’, either n, = n, , or t, # 0. In the 
second case, by Lemma 4.2, (n + t)$ = p - I ; this can happen only if n, + t, = 
(n + t)s . Thus, we must have n,’ = q + 2t, - p = t, - 1 = p - 2 - n, . 
COROLLARY. Let (n’, t’), (n”, t”) be elements of N x N and let u be the index 
such that ni =p - I for i < u and nu # p - 1. If cat,,* n c?~“#,- # 0, then. 
n; = p - 1 for i < u and nc E [n,‘, p - 2 - n,‘]. 
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Proof. I f  C&J n C&” # (0), then by the classification of simple coalge- 
- 
bras given in 1.5, there is an element (n, t) of N x N such that XFi(det)” E 
C,,,,, n &R,~- . The lemma completes the proof. 
4.4. Let (s, a, t) be an element of N x [0 ,..., p - 21 x 2 and let 
m = ~~~~ (p - l)pi + ups. Let (m’, t’) be an element of N x 2 such that 
m + 2t = m’ + 2t’. Let* TV be the equivalence relation of 3.1 applied to 
~p~[X~~l~:i”=l.l , VW 
PROPOSITION. (1) t?,,,t is a simple coalgebra. 
(2) cn.tP~7li.t ~ifandonlyz~m’-mmppS-1Z,andm,‘~[a,p-2-a]. 
Proof. (1) Since C,,,t and I?,,, differ by multiplication by (det)t and 
X(det)” = (det)t @ (det)t, they are isomorphic. Thus, it is enough to show that 
cn.0 is a simple coalgebra. 
By Lemma 4.1, for i < m, pr (7). Therefore, since h(Xg) = C (y) Xi,Xg-i @ 
X” XmWi the simple comodule V(m,o),ziPz is Span,,,[xi,,X,“,-“1,) . Therefore, 11 21 , 
by comparison of dimensions, C~m,o),zlDz = CmsO; thus, C,,, is simple. 
(2) 5 By multiplying by a suitable power of det, we may suppose that 
t, t’ lie in N, and that the equivalence is given by a sequence [C,,&_, where 
ti E N, (n, , tl) = (m, t), (n, , h) = (m’, t’) and C+t, n Gi+l,ti+l # (0). The 
corollary of 4.3 completes the proof of the implication. 
+ By multiplying C,,, and C,,,,, by (det)-t’, we may suppose that t’ = 0 
and t E N. m’ - m is even since m’ = m + 2t. 
(a) If  m,’ = 0 for i > s, then either m’ = m, or, m’ - m = 
(p -- 2 - a - u)p8 and p # 2. In the second case, m’ - m is odd; thus the 
case does not occur. 
(b) Suppose that there is an index Y > s such that m,.’ # 0. For i > 1, 
let z(; =(p - 1 - a)p8 if i is odd and ui = (u + 1)~” if i is even. Let 
v  = &8+1 mi’pi--s-l. 
We show that the following relation holds: 
(*) m’ = m + 2 (foci ui). There are three cases to be considered. 
(1) If  v  is even and m,’ = a, then 
v 
m+2 Cut =m+2 
( 1 
(IIn,, (P - 1 - a) P” + 2 ( c 
i=l : kp.ieven 
(a + 1) Pa) 
=m+2(i<~~ddps+1)=m+~~lm,‘p”=m’. 
*’ 
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(2) If T is odd and mn,’ = p - 2 - a, then 
L= m + (p - 2 - 2a)pS -+- C m,‘pi = ml. 
ias+ 
(3) An examination of (I) and (2) b a ove shows that the cases v even and 
m, ’ = p - 2 - a, or v odd and ms’ = a carmot occur since m’ - m is even. 
In order to complete the proof of the implication, let K < v. We show that 
It suffices to show that 
Since ++I = (p - 2 - a) p* or (a + 1) ps, by Lemma 4.2 we need only show 
that m + 2 (C: Ui) + u~+~ has ps-coefficient p - I. This is easily checked. 
4.5. Here is the main proposition of this section. Let (s, a) be an element 
of N x [O,...,p - 21 and let m = Ciri (p - 1)~” + ap8. Let Usea) be the 
intersection with Z,[[Xij]~;“I.I , l/det] of the coalgebra generated over Q, by 
by [X&/det(n-nzlz) / n - m ~p+lZ~; n, E (a, p - 2 - u>, n - m evenJ. 
PROPOSITION. Zp[[Xi&!& , I/det] = O(s,n,t)ENx[o,...,rr-s~~~ Cts*a)(det)t is the 
indecomposable coalgebra decomposition of Glzzv . 
Proof. By Proposition 4.4, part, 2, we have the foEowing: (I) C(s*a) *(det)t = 
[C&J, , (2) if (s, a, t) f (Y, a’, t’), then C(s’*a’f . (det)*’ f C(s*Qf . (det)*, (3) the 
Co,@ . (det)t give all the equivalence classes. 
The proof is complete by Proposition 3.1. 
COROLLARY. Z/p.Z[[X&& , l/d4 = O(s.a,t)EN~r~,..,.9-2~~z C(s*at(dW 0 
WPZ, 7 is the ~~decomposab~e coalgebra decomposition of Gl,,,,, s 
Proof. Section 2.6 and Proposition 3.2 give this result. 
4.6. Let (n, t) and (a’, t’) in N x Z be related by n + 2t = n’ + 2t’. 
Let jC/(d.~h~ be the simple Gl,,,,,- module introduced in 2.6. Denote by s the 
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index such that ni = p - 1 for i < s and n, # p - 1. Let Ext(Vc,,t),z,ez , 
V((n~,t~),z,llZ) be the group of extensions of GZzz,Pz-modules. 
PROPOSITION. ExtV’(,,t).mz , ~w,t~).z,pz,z) = 0 if ez%r 12’ - 8 $P”-‘Z *r 
%‘~[%,P-----J 
Proof. I f  either of these conditions holds, then by corollary 4.5, the modules 
lie in different coalgebra components. 
4.7. Remarks. (1) The subcoalgebras of ZJ{X&,$=i,r , l/det] of the 
form %OLZ,, m = CtIt(p - 1)~” + up”, 0 < a <p - 1, are exactly the 
coalgebras of the form C’C~,~),~, which yield simple coalgebras under reduction 
modulo p. Thus, each component C(s*a) . (det)t of Z/pZ[{X,}&, , l/det] con- 
tains a unique simple coalgebra which is the reduction modulo p of the form 
C(n,t),z, of a simple GZ,09-coalgebra Ccn,t)o . 
(2) Example. p = 2. Then a can only te 0 and the components of GI,,,,, 
are classified by N x 2. The component C(“~o) consists of elements of 
W-q(&X:j2=1,1 , l/det] of homogeneous degree 0. 
5. COMPOSITION FACTORS 
Let Au denote the coordinate ring Z/pZ[[X,,]~& , ljdet] of Gl,,,, , and 
let A,” = Z/pZ[[X&J‘i,r]. Let D” and D au be the corresponding rings for 
GIUz, and let A,: D” -+ D* @ D” be the coproduct of Gl,, . We will study the 
composition factors of the Gl,,,,,-modules of the type ?(a o o) a , where “..’ ’ P 
this module is the image of l~‘~~,~,...,~),~, @ Z&Z, in AU. 
5.1. The characters on the diagonal subgroup of Gl,,, are 
[rg:, x2 I ai E q. 
5.2. Let u = 2. Take (m, t) in N x N and let n = m + 2t. In the 
notation of Section 4, we have the following. 
LEMMA. If Xz(det)t E C,,, , then m, + ti < p for all i. 
Proof. Otherwise, let K be the minimal index such that mk + t, > p. 
(m + t)k is then m, + t, - p; furthermore, by Lemma 4.2, (m + t)k = p - 1. 
Thus, mk + t, = 2p - 1, which is not possible since m, , t, < p. 
5+3* Denote the GLz -module %,o ,..., o).~, (rev. Ytneo ,..., o~,~ ) by 
CmU (resp. VaU). Let (ri) E Nu Lnd denote rj + 3-a + r, by cj . Denote & cj 
by n. Let (r& be the ith p-adic coefficient of r, . 
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Proof. [cf. 1, Lemma A.51. Denotegp ...g? by q. Since QE cnu, there is an 
element f of (QB)* such that g E Vmu . f, making use of Proposition 1.2. For any 
sequence [bJj”=, in IV such that qbj = it, the diagonal group acts on the left 
on jJ X$ by the character n, Xj:, while it acts on q by the character nX;j. 
It follows that we must have nX2 -f = q. 
(1) We show that g> -** g>r-;+r* E cz:: . Let Gl,-rz, -+ Gl,, be the 
embedding into the upper left corner and let p: “DU -+ DU-l be the corregponding 
map on coordinate rings; then /3(X,) = X, for ;, j < u and B(Xjs) = S,, = 
13txuj)* 
Let 0~: 0:-l-+ D,u be the composition of the natural inclusion map Dg-’ + D,u 
with the map multiplication by Xl: . In order to complete the proof of (I), we 
show that 
- u-1 - 
r1 
g1 
. . f g~+-u = p:t-(f+ 
We have the following relations: 
Therefore, 
since 
(0) B x B o A, = Ll a B, 
and 010 p(Xlj) = Xl, forj < U. 
Therefore, 
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(2) We show that && E I?~~-~+,... Let Glszs -+ Gluz, be the embedding 
into the lower right corner and let /3: D + Da be the corresponding map on 
coordinate rings. Then /3(Xi3) = 6,$ if i or j is less than u - 1 and, fl(Xi,U-l) = 
-JLh4--2Ll and /3(X,,) = Xi-(u-z),z for i = u - 1, ZI. Let 01: Do2 -+ D,a be the 
composition of the algebra map u: L&2 + L&a where a(X,,) = X,-,+.,.,-r and 
4&J = -L,+,*, 7 
X2 
for i = 1,2, and the map De” -+ Dew, “multiplication by 
. . . p-i *)) We have the following relations: 
Therefore, 
Therefore, 
(x2-1x;;) ’ (f 0 a) = g?-lg?. 
PROPOSITION, If gi1 **a g> E C=u, then for each i, & (rj)$ < p, 
Proof, Induction on U. For 11 = 2, the proposition holds by Lemma 5.2. Sup- 
pose that the proposition holds for u - 1. By the lemma of this subsection, and by 
the inductive hypothesis, we have, for each i, Ci”=;” (75)s + (r%-r + r& <p; 
by the u = 2 case and the same lemma, (r,-& + (r& <p, for each i. From 
the latter fact it follows that (ru-r + r& = (r,& + (r&. Therefore, 
CL k5)i <P. 
5.4. The following proposition determines the composition factors of 
the GIUz,,z-module ;i;,,“. Let (r&r EN@, and denote CyaI ci by n. For each j, 
let tj = max[i f. (r& # 0] (let t5 = 0 if (r+)$ = 0 for all i). 
PROPOSITION. gzx *-- g’;l E Ca $ md ody if for each j swh that tj # 0, 1, 
(Ytj-& + (TQj = p - 1 ffnQ (r& = 0 for i 4 [Q - 1, tj]. 
Proof. rj By induction on u. For u = 2, this implication is Lemma 4.2. 
Suppose that the implication holds for u - 1. Let j be an index such that 
t5 f: 0, 1. We consider two cases: 
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(1) tj = u. By Lemma 5.3, and by the case u = 2, we have that 
(~,-r)~ $ (r& =p - 1. Hence, by Proposition 5.3, (r& = 0 for i < u - 1. 
(2) tj < u. By (I), (rU& + (r& <p for any j; therefore (r+r + rU)j = 
(~,-r)~ for the index j under consideration. Then by Lemma 5.3 and by the 
inductive hypothesis, (T~+)~ + (r,j)i = p - 1 and (r& = 0 for i # [t, - 1, tj]. 
This completes the proof of the implication. 
t Call a sequence (rj) allowable if for each j such that tj # 0, 1, 
(r,,-Ji + (rtj)j = p - 1 and (Y& = 0 for i 6 [tj - 1, tj]. Let ci = rj + ... + r, . 
(1) Reduction to the case rj < p for each j. 
In the notation of Section 5, let (%)A be the image of Au under the nth-power 
of the Frobenius morphism F. ForfE (Au)* let tnlfe (cn)A)* be determined by: 
(nlf(Fs(u)) = f(a) for a E Au. 
Suppose that the implication we seek holds for (ri) whenever ri < p for each j. 
Suppose that (ri) is a sequence such that ri <p for each j. Then there is an 
element f of (A,,“)* such that ny=, X,“:: . f = gi1 9.. g2 in A” (cf. proof of 
Lemma 5.3). Then, for each n, 
c*> 
If we drop the assumption that ri <p for each j, we have that, for each i, 
the sequence [(rJ& of ith p-adic coefficients of (Ye) is allowable. Therefore, by 
(*), there is an element fi in (cn)A)* such that 
More precisely, we may write, for A, E Au -+ Au @ A” the coproduct, 
(1) ,iu(ni x$)@) = Ck nj X,“iiin-@ @ bj, , for some bil, in A”, aijk E IV, 
where [ai& # [uijli,lj if K # K’. It follows from the fact that A,(Xij) = 
~~~, Xi, @ X,, , and the fact that the diagonal group in Gl,,,,, acts on the 
left on nj X$JQ’ by the character IJi Xj;gjkpi, that the diagonal group acts on 
the right on bi, by the same character. Therefore, by (*), one term in (1) of 
A,(IJ X:“ij’g”‘) must be 
Furthermore, 
(2) if [d& has the property that, for each i, xj (c& = cj dij , then 
ni (nj X$)@i) = nTi (JJ X2”‘) if and only if (cJi = dij for all i, j. (The 
djj are assumed to be in IV.) 
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In fact, if the latter condition does not hold, take the maximal index i,, such 
that there is an index j such that (c~)~, # dioi . Since Ck (c& = XI, diok , there 
is an indexj’ such that (c~,)~~ < diojf . If on the other hand the former condition 
holds, then, by comparing Xj,j,-exponents, we have that zi (c~,)~ pi = xi dfilpi; 
since for i > is , (c~,)~ = dij, , we then have zici, (cjr)pi = &, dsi,pi. How- 
ever, this is not possible since dfoi, > (c~,)~, and (Q)~ < p, since the sequence (rj) 
is allowable. 
By (l), (**), and (2), we have that XU(nj X,i) = (nj X,“;) @ gil ... g> + 
ctc ak 8 bk 7 where the diagonal group acts on ak by a character other than 
nj Xii . Therefore, we have that g;l a.. g> E Gnu. 
It remains to establish the implication * of the proposition when rj <p 
for each j. We show this by induction on u. For u = 2 the implication is given 
by Lemma 4.2. Assume that the implication holds for u - 1. There are two 
cases to be considered. 
(a) r, = 0. By the inductive hypothesis, gI1 *.. g>-y E ck’. Let 8: A,,” + 
A,“-’ be the map on coordinate rings which gives the embedding of GIU-,,,Pz 
in the upper left corner of GZ,,,,,; let f be an element of (J-l)* such that 
n;:; x;; ' f = g;1 ... g;-;1 . 
g;’ *I. g’;l_;l in AoU. 
Then, we also have that nj”=;’ Xl; * (fop) = 
(b) r,fO.Inthiscase,r,-,+r,=p-l,andri=Ofori<u-I, 
and ci = p - 1 for i < U. There will be several steps. 
(1) The sequence rl ,..., rues , ruwl + ru in W-l is allowable; therefore, 
there is an element h in (AZ-‘)* such that 
(*) 
by the inductive hypothesis. 
(2) Let tg: [l,..., u - l] + [l,..., U] be the increasing function which 
does not have i among its values. Let %g,-, = CtoSUel (- l)ssno) l-I;:; X+,(f)t(j); 
then det = cy=, (- l)zc+l XiJigU-r). 
Denote r, by a, and let 1 = [(ai)rsl ! C ai = a]. Write 
(detY = C CC,<) fJ ((-1)“” Xiu(,gu-l))““, 
h&I i=l 
where eta,) E 2, 
since (- 1)2uau = 1. 
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(3) The right GI,,,,- module generated by g,-, is Spanz,&.gUJ!=, , 
and by gz:: is SpanZ,,z[~~S1 (&c,) I (ai) E: 11, where / = [(~i)iu,r I C ai = 
p - 11, by elementary computation. 
(4) For each (ai) E 1, let (ai’) be the sequence ai’ = Cj+i Olj = 
p - 1 - 0~~ . In particular, Cj”_, oli’ = (p - 1) (U - 1). Denote the sequence 
(0 ,..., O,p- 1) by@- 1). W e s h ow that the following relation holds in Au: 
where bi is a monomial and where the diagonal group acts on the left on bi by 
some character nk Xl: where (yk) $ J. 
Since the diagonal group acts on the left on Cc,+ I$=1 XF/ (resp. bd) and on 
the right on b(,l, nySI (dg&) (resp. &) by the same character, and since 
ny-, (ig$lr) lies in the right G1,,,, -module generated by l’Jy=r Xl”;” (see (a) 
and (b) (3) above), (**) must hold. 
(5) Determination of the b(,‘) in (4). 
In n$ (ig&), the coefficient of the monomial 
(***I = ii (Xl1 *.* Xj-l,j-1X~+l,jxj+2,j+1 9.a.9 XU.U-I)“’ is 1. 
j=l 
Furthermore, from $e r$ation h,(nylt X:7’) = r;ly> (& XI, @ X&‘-r, 
we see that the terrr-yi=l XI; @ (* * *) appears in A,(n+, Xf;‘) with coefficient 
(“,;‘I ($J ..* (~l+...+“uJ* w e conclude from these two facts and from the form 
of XU(flyi;’ X:,7’) given by (**) that 
U-l 
= *E (-l)(u+% 
(6) In the notation of (2), 
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Therefore, 
where YE A” and where the diagonal group acts on the left on 6; by a character 
other than (a& Xf3:“) Xc,. It follows from (4) that 
where oci = a, for i < u, and 
01~ = p - 1 + a, - a, 
by (2), since p - 1 - (1 = p - 1 - Y,, = r,-, . 
Thii completes the proof of Proposition 5.4. 
5.5. Composition factors of the Gl,z,,z-module V~,,,,J,...,~)J~ 
Let (r$) E W and let c, = yj + 0.. + Y, . Suppose that C&q = n. The 
definition of the symbol t j  below is given in 5.4. 
COROLLARY. hl.....r&zm is a composition factor of f;i(n,O,...,O~,zP if and 
only if for each index i such that tj + 0, 1, (rt,.& + (Y& = p - 1 and (r& = 0 
fOY i 6 [t* - 1, $1. 
Proof. Proposition 5.4. 
6. INJECTIVE ENVELOPES FOR GZsZlpz 
In this section, we determine an injective envelope for the GI,,,-module 
V((,,O),z,Dz (see Section I.5 for notation). Let B be the ring of functions on 
%z,, - For(m,t)EZ x Z,letB (met) be the left G1,zp-submodule of B consisting 
of the elements on which the diagonal subgroup of Cl,, acts on the right by 
the character X$3&. Then one has B = @(in,t)Ezxz X&Q. 
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6.1. The Lemma of this section determines the action of the diagonal group 
on C(m, 0), 2,. Let [fi]En be the elements of V$OI,z, withfi(XpIV’ XI:) = Sij . 
LEMMA. (1) V((m,O),z, .fd = C(m,o),z, n EP@,O. 
(2) Ch.o).z, = ci Cho,.z, n B(m-i*i)* 
(3) Ctnz,o),z, n B(m-igiJ oz,Q9) is a simple Gl,op-module. 
Proof. (1) follows immediately from the coproduct formula for V(,,O),z 
given in 4.2. 
(2) follows from Lemma 3.2. 
(3) follows from (1) and the fact, given in 1.5, that Vtrn,a),o is simple. 
6.2. Let D be the ring of functions on Glszlpz. By Section 2.6, there is a 
left submodule E of B such that E is a direct summand of B, and E @ Z&Z, 
is an injective envelope for V(‘(m,o),zlpz in D. In fact, by the theory developed 
in 2.4 and 2.5, we may suppose that EC B(**O). Below, we show that there is 
a unique submodule E of B with these properties and determine E explicitly. 
Let F be a G&r, -module complementary to E in B. For (n, s) EN x Z, 
%A,~, = C(A,~, n E 0 %.s~,z, W by Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA. (1) C(n,s),z, n E is either 0 or C(a,s),z n Bcm*O). 
(‘4 %.s).z, n E f (0) if and on2y if V~m.o~~z~,z C %A~ 0 .%/P-G . 
Proof. (1) Since CC~,~),~, n B(“*O) @Q, is either 0 or simple, by Lemma 
6.1(3), and since EC B(m,o), we have (1). 
(2) => V(‘(m,o),zlpz is the unique simple submodule of E @ Z&Z, . 
+ If CC~,~).Z, n E = 0, then %.e~.Z, CF. Since V~m.o).~~~~ Q F 0 Z,lpZ, , 
we must have V(m.O~,~ls~ Q C(,A.Z, 0 Z&G - 
We come to the main proposition of the section. Let I = [i ] rni # 01, where 
m=Cmipi; and let J=[t=Ct,piENjttEIO,p- 1 -mJ for iel]. 
PROPOSITION. The Gl,,pmodule E must be B n Spano,[C~m+2t,-t),Z, n 
B(mJ’)ltsJ .
Proof. VhoLz/zlz C C(m+Ot,--t),Z, @ Z,jpZ, if and only if t E _T, by Lemmas 
4.2 and 5.2. Lemma 6.2 completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. E @ Z&Z, is an ittjxtive enveIope for V(m,o),z19z .
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